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FINDINGS 

New Liver Hormone 
To Treat Diabetes?
A hormone in mice prompts the rodents 
to boost their production of pancreatic 
β cells—the ones that make insulin and 

NEWSMAKERS 

Tropical Medicine Researcher 
To Lead Wellcome Trust

Infectious diseases 
researcher Jeremy 
Farrar will take over the 
reins at the Wellcome 
Trust, the United King-
dom’s most important 
private funder of bio-
medical research, on 
1 October. Endowed 

with more than $22 billion, the Wellcome 
Trust spends about $1 billion annually. 

Farrar is now heading the Oxford Uni-
versity Clinical Research Unit in Ho Chi 
Minh City, Vietnam, where he has done 
research on drug resistance in tuberculosis 
and other diseases. He is “an extra ordinary 
guy,” says Nicholas White, a malaria 
researcher at the University of Oxford in 
the United Kingdom and Mahidol Univer-

London 7

New Libel Law for England 
And Wales
A defamation bill that advocates say will help 
protect free speech—including statements 
in peer-reviewed scientifi c publications—
received the go-ahead from Parliament on 
24 April. Under current English law, plain-
tiffs alleging spoken defamation or published 
libel need only show that a public statement 
might infl ict reputational damage. Under the 
new law, claimants will have to present evi-
dence of “serious fi nancial harm.” 

Reform efforts were prompted by sev-
eral recent cases—including that of Simon 
Singh, a science writer unsuccessfully sued 
by the British Chiropractic Association in 
2008 over a column that he wrote for The 

Guardian questioning the effectiveness 
of chiropractic treatments, and another 
2008 case in which the journal Nature was 
dragged into a costly court battle by an 
Egyptian researcher who claimed his repu-
tation was damaged by a Nature article that 

About 75,000 years ago, Mount Toba in Indonesia blew its 
top in the biggest volcanic eruption of the past 2 million 
years. The explosion spread ash across Asia, possibly block-
ing sunlight and cooling the continent for up to a decade. 
Some researchers have suggested that ash from Toba also 
blew over East Africa, driving early Homo sapiens nearly to 
extinction. This “volcanic winter” scenario is hotly debated, 
however (Science, 5 March 2010, p. 1187).

This week, in the Proceedings of the National Academy 

of Sciences, a team of researchers from the University of 
Oxford in the United Kingdom and the University of Minne-
sota report fi nding traces of ash from the Toba explosion in 
cores drilled into the fl oor of Lake Malawi, 7000 kilometers 
west of Toba—the farthest from the volcano yet recorded. 
However, these microscopic fragments of glass—sourced to 
the Toba explosion by their chemical composition—seem 
to have posed little threat to our ancestors. The composi-
tion of algae and other organic matter in sediments above 
and below the ash layer give no hints of dramatic tempera-
ture drops or other environmental changes at that time, the 
team concludes.

>> AROUND THE WORLD alleged that he had self-published many 
papers without peer review. 

The government still has to clarify 
how the law will work in practice, which 
will help determine the cost of future libel 
cases. Another area that awaits clarifi cation 
is whether the new protections will extend 
to material published on the Internet, Singh 
says—which would “turn a good bill into a 
great bill.” http://scim.ag/UKlibel

sity in Bangkok. “He understands science 
and he understands people.” 

In January 2004, Farrar was part of a 
team that diagnosed the fi rst human case of 
H5N1 avian infl uenza in Vietnam. In recent 
weeks, he has collaborated in an effort to 
analyze travel patterns between China and 
the rest of the world, which may help pre-
dict how the novel H7N9 infl uenza virus 
might spread. 

Farrar succeeds Mark Walport, who had 
left the post in March to become the U.K. 
government’s chief science adviser. Ted 
Bianco, the trust’s director of technology 
transfer, will continue to serve as acting 
director until October. http://scim.ag/Farrar

Farrar

Beta test. Betatrophin 
prompts mouse 
pancreatic β cells 
(green) to replicate.

Join us on Thursday, 9 May, at 3 p.m. EDT for 

a live chat on new exoplanet discoveries. 
How close are we to fi nding a mirror Earth? 

http://scim.ag/science-live

Will ‘Volcanic Winter’ Debate Now Cool Down?
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